We introduce a variable depth search branching, an extension to the local branching for solving Mixed-Integer Programs. Two strategies are assessed, a best improvement strategy and a first improvement strategy. The extensive computational assessment evidences a significant improvement over the local branching for both strategies.
Introduction
This article proposes a heuristic based on the variable depth search (VDS) algorithm that can be viewed as a sequence of local branchings [1] to improve primal solutions of 0-1 mixed integer linear programming problems.
Kernighan and Lin [2] initially introduced the VDS heuristic to solve the graph partitioning problem. The VDS heuristic was later applied to the traveling salesman problem by Christofides and Eilon [3] , and then by Lin and Kernighan [4] . It has also been successfully used in many other problems including the generalized assignment problem [5, 6] , the singlevehicle dial-a-ride problem with time windows [7] , the job shop scheduling [8] , the multiprocessor flow shop scheduling problem [9] , the unconstrained binary quadratic programming problem [10] , and frequency allocation problems in telecommunications [11, 12] . Unfortunately, efficient algorithms based on the VDS are not always straightforward to implement, particularly when no time-effective local search algorithm is known, when feasibility checks have to be performed, or when there is no simple way to compute the differences in objective value. It has been shown by Fischetti and Lodi [1] that a generic mixed integer programming solver used as a black-box could be of interest in these cases.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2 the VDS heuristic is briefly presented. The VDS branching sequence is introduced in Section 3, and a complete VDS branching heuristic framework is proposed in Section 4. The results of the numerical tests undertaken to assess the performance of the proposed algorithm are presented in Section 5.
The VDS heuristic
Applied to the traveling salesman problem, the k-opt local search algorithm consists in deleting k edges of a tour to find the best way to reconnect it, namely the k-optimal solution [13, 14] . Observing that this algorithm can be rapidly impracticable with increasing values of k, Kernighan and Lin [2] proposed a VDS heuristic using a sequence of k-opt exchanges with practicable values k < K to approximate a larger K-opt exchange. Considering a combinatorial programming problem with binary variables, the VDS can be summarized as follows: from an initial feasible solution, a sequence of moves is attempted, each move consisting of complementing the value of a maximum of k binary variables selected among those which have never been complemented from the beginning of the sequence. Indeed, within a same sequence, each time a binary variable is complemented it is set aside and cannot be considered again until the termination of the sequence. A sequence is usually terminated either when the cumulative objective improvement becomes negative [2, 4] or when a given number of subsequent non-improvement moves have been performed. This procedure is repeatedly applied from the best feasible solution obtained in the last sequence.
The following section describes the VDS branching sequence with a simple illustration. This branching sequence is integrated into the complete VDS branching heuristic framework in Section 4.
The VDS branching sequence
Consider a 0-1 mixed integer linear program:
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where B is a non-empty index set of binary variables, and G and C are possibly empty index set of integer variables and continuous variables, respectively. If S is the binary support of an incumbent solution x, i.e., S = {i ∈ B : x i = 1}, and R is a subset of the index set of binary variables, the k-opt neighborhood restricted to the subset R of a solution x is defined as the set of all the feasible solutions of (P) satisfying the following additional constraint:
is the Hamming distance restricted to the subset R ⊆ B between a solution x and the incumbent solution x. Given a feasible solution x 0 , the local branching consists in an attempt to find an improving sequence of incumbent solutions
, where x h , h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, is an optimal solution of (P) within the k-opt neighborhood of the solution is an optimal solution of (P) within the following set of new linear constraints: ) which represents the Hamming distance restricted to R. While only the absolute Hamming distance is used in the local branching, the VDS branching makes use of the restricted Hamming distance to limit to k the number of complemented binary variables in R, and to prevent any complementation of the remaining binary variables. At each step of the sequence the Hamming distance is restricted to the subset B \ T , where T is the index set of all the binary variables that have been complemented between the beginning of the sequence and the current improved solution. In the VDS branching, x h is an optimal solution of (P) within the following set of linear constraints:
. . .
where M is an sufficiently large positive number. Constraints (1) to (3) . The first part of constraints (2) to (4) limits to k the number of binary variables in B \ T h−1 to be complemented, and the last part prevents any complementation of the already complemented binary variables.
Whenever an improved k-optimal solution is found, the incumbent solution is updated, the last local branching constraint is reversed, a new local branching constraint based on the incumbent solution is added, and the set T is updated. 
In the same manner, the solution x 3 is found by solving (P) with the following set of additional constraints:
The VDS branching framework
The proposed branching framework is based on the VDS branching sequence presented in the previous section. Without any imposed time limit or upper cutoff value to solve a subproblem, the improved solutions are always k-optimal. In practice however, a time limit and an upper cutoff value are generally imposed and the solver may end with one of four different status: optimum, proven infeasible, feasible, or no feasible. These four states are described in the pseudo-code of Figure 2 , in a similar presentation as the local branching pseudo-code presented in [1] to allow an easier comparison. In Figure 2 , the deviations from the local branching algorithm are shadowed and numbered.
function VariableDepthSearchBranching(k, totalT imeLimit, nodeT imeLimit, dvMax, x ⇤ ) begin rhs := bestU B := UB := T L := +1; x ⇤ := undefined opt := f irst := true; dv := 0; diversi f y := false; T := ? repeat 1 if (rhs < +1) then Add the local branching constraint The VDS branching function uses four input parameters. The user needs to define the size k of the k-opt neighborhood, the overall time limit totalT imeLimit, a time limit nodeT imeLimit to explore each k-opt neighborhood, and a maximal number dvMax of strong diversifications (defined in the next paragraph). The function consists in repetitively solving a subproblem of (P) including a new local branching constraint at each iteration (line 1 of Figure 2) , except in the first iteration used to find a first integer solution ( f irst := true), until either the total time limit or the maximum number of diversifications is reached. It returns one of the above said four possible optimization status, and x * the best integer solution found. To solve each subproblem, the function MIPSolve is called with a time limit T L, and an upper cutoff value U B to discard any solution with a greater objective value. The parameter f irst is set to true when no integer solution has been found or in case of a strong diversification which consists in finding an integer solution while relaxing the upper cutoff value U B. In these cases, the function MIPSolve returns the first integer solution found, otherwise it returns the best integer solutions found during the prescribed node time limit T L. The four possible optimization status are as follows:
Proven optimum solution. As an improved solution is proven to be k-optimal, the last local branching constraint is reversed (line 2 of Figure 2 ), the index of the last complemented binary variables are added to the set T (line 3 of Figure 2 ), and the upper cutoff value U B and possibly bestU B, the best found objective value, are updated. Figure 2 ). If the algorithm is at the beginning of a VDS branching sequence, a soft or strong diversification is applied according to the flag diversi f y, otherwise T is emptied and the right-hand side rhs is reset to k (line 5 of Figure 2) . A diversification (soft or strong) consists in increasing the value of rhs by k 2 , while the upper cutoff value U B is released in a strong diversification (U B := +∞).
Proven infeasible. The last local branching is reversed (line 4 of
Feasible solution. The index of the last complemented binary variables are added to the set T (line 8 of Figure 2 ). Because the improved solution found is not proven to be k-optimal, the last local branching constraint cannot be reversed, but is replaced by a tabu constraint used to cut off the current incumbent solution (line 7 of Figure 2 ). This tabu constraint can only be added when the current incumbent solution is proven to be optimal when fixing its binary variables (line 7 of Figure 2 ). The function REFINE is used to prove the optimality of the binary solution and consists in solving the current subproblem subject to the constraint ∆(x, x) ≤ 0. If the optimality of the procedure is not critical, one can deactivate this function which could need excessive CPU time. The last local branching constraint cannot be replaced by a tabu constraint in this case.
No feasible solution. If T is not empty (i.e., the algorithm is not at the beginning of a VDS branching sequence), it is emptied, and rhs is reset to k, otherwise an intensification or a strong diversification has to be performed according to the value of the flag diversi f y. The intensification consists in deleting the last local branching constraint and decreasing the value of rhs by k 2 to reduce the size of the k-neighborhood. In a strong diversification, the last local branching constraint is replaced by a tabu constraint to escape from the current solution, the value of rhs is increased by k 2 , and the upper cutoff value U B is released.
Contrary to the local branching constraint, the VDS local branching constraint does not only depends on the incumbent solution, but also on the index set T of the complemented binary variables (lines 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 10 and 11 of Figure 2 ). Each time an improved solution is found, however it is optimal or not, the indices of the new complemented binary variables are added to T and the VDS branching sequence continues (lines 3 and 8 of Figure 2) . Otherwise, the current VDS branching sequence ends, and a new sequence is attempted after emptying T and resetting rhs (lines 5 and 9 of Figure 2 ).
In the same manner as the local branching, the VDS branching can be applied whenever an integer solution is found, including a solution found by the VDS branching itself. 
Computational results
Two approaches of the local branching and the VDS branching have been compared. In the first approach, called best improvement strategy (BI), the function MIPSolve returns the best integer solution found within the time limit T L. In the second approach, called first improvement strategy (FI), the function MIPSolve returns the first improving integer solution. In Fischetti and Lodi [1] only the best improvement strategy is used. In this paper, the two approaches have been combined with the local branching, namely LB BI and LB FI , and with the VDS branching, namely VDS BI and VDS FI .
These algorithms were coded in C++ and used the Concert Library of IBM Ilog CPLEX 12.2. They were run on 2.2GHz Dual Core AMD Opteron 275 processor computers with the CentOS 5.3 operating system, and 8Gb RAM. Results were compared on 111 instances of the challenge MIPLIB 2010 library [15] . From this library, the instances were retained in the test bed only when a first integer solution has been found in a maximum of two CPU hours time limit, and when a minimum of 5 incumbent integer solutions have been generated during a second period of two CPU hours. All the assessed algorithms started from a same first integer solution, with k = 20, dvMax = +∞, and a node time limit of 600 CPU seconds.
CPLEX parameters. The CPLEX MIP emphasize parameter has always been setup to feasibility and optimality, the default option (BALANCED), except when no integer solution has been found, or whenever the algorithm starts a strong diversification, in which case the emphasize has been setup to feasibility over optimality (FEASIBILITY). The CPLEX parallel threads parameter has been set to proceed sequentially and deterministically within a single thread. Remaining parameters have been set to their default value. Table 1 provides a comparison of VDS BI , LB FI and VDS FI , the assessed algorithms, with LB BI , the benchmark algorithm. Denoting by t f irst the instant when a first integer solution has been found, and by t best the instant when the best solution has been found either by the assessed algorithm or by the reference algorithm, the results indicate for each assessed algorithm the performance (per f ) as the ratio, at t best , of the best integer solution value found with the assessed algorithm to the best solution value found with the benchmark algorithm LB BI . For each instance of the test bed, Table 1 also provides the number #rows of constraints, the total number of variables #cols, the numbers |G| and |B| of integer and binary variables, and the number #NZ of non-zero variables. Figure 3 shows the behavior of the geometric mean of each of the three assessed algorithms VDS BI , LB FI , and VDS FI , over the 111 instances, compared to the local branching LB BI , between t f irst (0%) and t best (100%). This figure shows, on average, consistent improvement over the time for VDS BI , LB FI , and VDS FI , when compared to the LB BI algorithm, with a better improvement shortly after the beginning of the computation. In addition, we can see that the best results are obtained with the VDS branching combined with the first improvement strategy. Figure 4 illustrates the behaviors of the discussed algorithms with the two approaches applied to the dc1l instance. It can be observed that VDS branching with best improvement and first improvement strategies performs better than its counterparts. It is evidenced from both Figures 3 and 4 that among the two approaches the first improvement strategy contributes more towards the performance of VDS branching and local branching. Table 2 shows a significant improvement of the geometric means with 0.8671 for the VDS branching, compared to 0.9386 for the local branching under first improvement strategy. A paired sample ttest has been applied on the natural logarithm of their performances, which rejects the null hypothesis that there is no significant difference between the log performance of VDS FI and LB FI at a 95% significance level with a p-value of 0.005. It is clear from the calculated t-value of 2.90 that the VDS branching performs better than the local branching under first improvement strategy, with a mean difference of 0.0899.
VDS branching versus local branching

Best improvement versus first improvement
In Table 2 , LB FI compared to LB BI shows a geometric mean of 0.9386 and a standard deviation of the natural logarithm of 0.3607, with a 95% confidence interval of [0.8871 − 1.0145]. Applied to the VDS branching, the results show a significant improvement of the geometric mean with 0.8671 for the first improvement strategy when compared to 0.9393 for the best improvement strategy.
A paired sample t-test has been carried out on the natural logarithm of their performances which rejects the null hypothesis that there is no significative difference at a 95% level of confidence, with a p-value of 0.031. The calculated t-value of 2.183 shows that the first improvement strategy performs better than the best improvement strategy, with a mean difference of 0.0800. Moreover, with a geometric mean of 0.8154 corresponding to a 18.46% improvement over the 47 reported improvements, compared to a geometric mean of 1.00632 corresponding to a 6.32% deterioration over the 61 reported deteriorations, it can be observed that the magnitude of the improvements is on average 2.93 times greater than the magnitude of the deteriorations.
VDS FI versus LB BI
In Table 2 , VDS FI compared to the original local branching shows that VDS FI performs better than the original local branching, with a geometric mean of 0.8671, and a standard deviation of the log performance of 0.5695, with a 95% confidence interval of [0.7799 − 0.9640]. Moreover, with a geometric mean of 0.6773 corresponding to a 32.27% improvement over the 51 reported improvements, compared to a geometric mean of 1.0721 corresponding to a 7.21% deterioration over the 58 reported deteriorations, it can be observed that the magnitude of the improvements is on average 4.48 times greater than the magnitude of the deteriorations.
From the above statistical analysis it can be inferred that both the VDS branching combined with the best improvement strategy and the local branching combined with the first improvement strategy perform better on average than the local branching combined with the best improvement strategy. In addition, it has been shown that the VDS branching performs better than the local branching with both strategies, and that the first improvement strategy combined with the VDS branching takes the lead in performance when compared to its counterparts. 
